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A Brief Discussion about Port Numbers

Transport protocols use port numbers to serve up data:

¤ DNS datagrams are received on port 53

¤ Want to open an SSH session?
¡ Use port 22

¤ Connecting to a web page via HTTPS?
¡ That’s port 443
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All About Port Number Assignments

Port numbers are assigned in various ways, based on three 
ranges: 

System Ports (0-1023)

User Ports (1024-49151)

Dynamic and/or Private Ports (49152-65535)

The different uses of these ranges is described in 
[RFC6335]. 

According to Section 8.1.2 of [RFC6335], System Ports are 
assigned by the "IETF Review" or "IESG Approval" 
procedures described in [RFC8126]. 

User Ports are assigned by IANA using the "IETF Review" 
process, the "IESG Approval" process, or the "Expert 
Review" process, as per [RFC6335]. 

Dynamic Ports are not assigned.

https://www.iana.org/go/rfc6335
https://www.iana.org/go/rfc6335
https://www.iana.org/go/rfc8126
https://www.iana.org/go/rfc6335
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Port Numbers are Assigned by IANA

The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) assigns and tracks 
the Internet’s port numbers

https://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers/service-
names-port-numbers.xhtml

https://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers/service-names-port-numbers.xhtml
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Protocol Parameter Registries at IANA

The “Service Name and Transport Protocol Port Number Registry” is one 
of over 3,000 protocol parameter registries housed at IANA

Other well-known registries include 

¤ Network Time Protocol (NTP) & Network Time Security (NTS)

¤ Important number resources assignments:
¡ IPv4 Address Space Registry
¡ IPv6 Global Unicast Assignments
¡ Autonomous System Number assignments

¤ DNSSEC Algorithm Numbers
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Today’s Speaker

Technical Engagement Manager
https://www.linkedin.com/in/davidhuberman/

• 22 years in the world of network engineering, 
with a concentration on IP addressing and 
DNS

• Helped build backbones at Telocity (a DSL 
provider in the early 2000s), Global Crossing (a 
global network spanning 110,000 route miles of 
fiber in the early 2000s), Microsoft, and Oracle

• Lives in the Washington, DC area with my wife 
and daughter

David Huberman

https://www.linkedin.com/in/davidhuberman/
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ICANN’s Role in Technical 
Internet Governance
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Limited Technical Remit

The ICANN Community has tightly constrained ICANN’s role. ICANN can 
only:

1. Coordinate the allocation and assignment of names in the DNS root 
zone;

2. Coordinate the development and implementation of policies concerning 
the registration of second-level domain names in generic top-level 
domains;

3. Facilitate the coordination of the operation and evolution of the DNS root 
name server system;

4. Coordinate the allocation and assignment at the top-most level of 
Internet Protocol numbers and Autonomous System numbers; and

5. Collaborate with other bodies as appropriate to provide registries needed 
for the functioning of the Internet as specified by Internet protocol 
standards development organizations.
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What ICANN Does NOT Do

¤ ICANN does not control the Internet
¡ The Internet doesn’t work that way: decentralized networks of 

networks

¤ ICANN does not control the DNS
¡ ICANN defines/implements policy for top-level domains as published 

by root servers

¤ ICANN does not control the root servers
¡ ICANN operates one root server and tries to facilitate coordination 

among the rest

¤ ICANN can not remove domain names from the Internet
¡ ICANN can remove top-level domains ONLY IF the TLD manager 

agrees or is in breach of community-defined policy

¤ ICANN can not block any domain names
¡ No mechanism to do so
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1. Coordinate the allocation and 
assignment of names in the DNS 
root zone
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TLDs

Possibly ICANN’s most well-known function is to register TLDs:

¤ Legacy TLDs like .COM, .NET, .ORG, .EDU, .GOV, .MIL, and .ARPA

¤ New gTLDS
¡ 2000 (.BIZ, .AERO, .COOP, .INFO, .MUSEUM, .NAME, .PRO)
¡ 2003 (.ASIA, .CAT, .JOBS, .MOBI, .TEL, .TRAVEL)
¡ 2012 (~1,200 gTLDs)
¡ and the future round sometime in the coming years

¤ New ccTLDs
¡ Sometimes, new countries get created

• East Timor (.TL)
• South Sudan (.SS)
• Kosovo (.XK - not a fully recognized country, so it’s given a 

temporary ccTLD as ordered by the UN Security Council)
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TLDs

TLDs also get de-registered

¤ gTLDs fail or go un-used

¤ Corporate M&A activity makes a gTLD redundant

¤ For various reasons, a country no longer exists as it was, and the 
ccTLD is removed
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Root Zone File Publication Process

¤ As names enter or leave the root zone, or as RRs need to be updated, 
the root zone file must be updated

¤ This editorial function is performed by IANA

¤ After the editorial process is complete, the root zone file must be 
generated, and then signed, and then published and distributed.
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Root Zone File Publication Process
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DNSSEC

The root zone file is DNSSEC-signed, which makes IANA the DNSSEC 
trust anchor.

To support that role, IANA has full-time staff to manage DNSSEC keys 
and key signing ceremonies.

There are four key signing ceremonies each year, each at different Key 
Management Facilities.
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Key Signing Ceremonies
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DNSSEC Key Management

¤ The root zone’s Key Signing Key rolled-over in October 2018. 
¡ That needs to happen again at some point

¤ We may choose to rollover the algorithm used to generate then key  
signatures.

¤ No one had ever rolled over a KSK at the root zone level before, and 
no one has ever rolled over the signing algorithm at the root level. 
Many interesting facets, and lessons-learned. Important to exercise 
these processes!
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2. Coordinate the development 
and implementation of policies 
concerning the registration of 
second-level domain names in 
generic top-level domains;
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The Core of this Mission

¤ issues for which uniform or coordinated resolution is reasonably 
necessary to facilitate interoperability, security and/or stability of 
the Internet, registrar services, registry services, or the DNS;

¤ functional and performance specifications for the provision of registrar 
services;

¤ registrar policies reasonably necessary to implement Consensus 
Policies relating to a gTLD registry;

¤ resolution of disputes regarding the registration of domain names (as 
opposed to the use of such domain names, but including where such 
policies take into account use of the domain names); or

¤ restrictions on cross-ownership of registry operators and registrars or 
resellers and regulations and restrictions with respect to registrar and 
registry operations and the use of registry and registrar data in the 
event that a registry operator and a registrar or reseller are affiliated.
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This is All-Encompassing

So much of what ICANN does is found in this part of our Mission 
statement. We call it “the security, stability, and resilience of the DNS” –
which we often abbreviate as “SSR”.

¤ Making policy requires data

¤ Enforcing policy requires lawyers

¤ Keeping everyone safe requires co-operation
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Making Policy Requires Data

ICANN publishes a lot of research and measurements of data to help 
support our SSR activities. Some examples include:

¤ DAAR – Domain Abuse Activity Reporting project

¤ DNSTICR – Domain Name Security Threat Information Collection & 
Reporting project

¤ KINDNS – Knowledge-sharing and Instantiating Norms for DNS and 
Naming Security 

¤ NCAP – Name Collision Analysis Project

https://www.icann.org/octo-ssr/daar
https://www.icann.org/dnsticr
https://community.icann.org/display/KINDNS
https://community.icann.org/display/NCAP/SSAC+Name+Collision+Analysis+Project+%28NCAP%29+Home
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But It’s Not Only ICANN Policy that Requires Data …

¤ NIS2
¡ Regulating root servers

¤ ePrivacy Regulation
¡ Making IP transit unlawful without end user consent (yes, really)

¤ eIDAS 2.0
¡ Breaking the webPKI by requiring browser vendors to implement 

SSL certificates in a way they don’t support
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Keeping Everyone Safe: Co-operation

Keeping the DNS running safely and securely requires enormous 
amounts of co-operation by organizations around the world.

¤ ICANN committees (SSAC, PSWG, DSFI, etc.)

¤ Working with Standards Development Organizations (IETF, ETSI, etc.)

¤ Working with network operators
¡ Regional NOGs (NANOG, APRICOT, RIPE, etc.)
¡ National NOGs (Fi.NOG, DK NOG, UKNOF, etc.)
¡ 1:1 capacity building

¤ Working with CERTS, CSIRTS, FIRST, etc.

¤ Working with Global Law Enforcement (EUROPOL, Interpol, FBI, etc.)
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3. Facilitate the coordination of 
the operation and evolution of 
the DNS root name server 
system;
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The Root Server System
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History: 1983 to 1997

¤ The DNS protocol was defined in 1983

¤ The first root server was setup in California USA in 1984

¤ In 1987 we were up to 7 root servers, but all of them were in the USA

¤ In 1991 the first root server went up outside the US at the Nordic 
University Network in Sweden

¤ In 1997 we reached 13 root servers
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2022: The Root Server Operators

A: Verisign

B: USC ISI 
C: Cogent
D: University of 
Maryland
E: NASA - AMES

F: ISC

G: U.S. DoD 

H: U.S. Army 
Research Lab 
I: Netnod

J: Verisign
K: RIPE NCC

L: ICANN
M: WIDE
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Informal Governance

¤ This 14-year history evolved without any 
formal governance structures. A small 
group of DNS technical experts discussed 
and debated change on mailing lists and 
at in-person conferences.

¤ Over time, a natural leader emerged: Jon 
Postel

¤ Jon ultimately became the coordinator of 
the root server system’s growth and its 
assignments

¤ After assigning the 13th root server to 
WIDE in Japan, Jon Postel died on 
October 16, 1996

¤ Following Jon’s death, there was no 
system and no processes in place to 
add, replace, or remove root server 
operators
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Governance is Not Always Well Defined

¤ Since Jon Postel’s death, the governance activities for the root server 
system have centered around two groups:
¡ ICANN’s Root Server System Advisory Committee (RSSAC)
¡ Root Operators Meetings (Root-Ops)

¤ But Root-Ops is not really governance. It is more about technical 
coordination. It is a closed group with informal meetings.

¤ RSSAC is closer to a governance body:
¡ Organized within the bylaws of a formal governance organization, 

ICANN
¡ It advises the ICANN community and Board on matters relating to the 

operation, administration, security, and integrity of the root server 
system

¡ But it is only a governance body to the extent that the root server 
operator members agree both to participate and to abide by decisions. 
The ICANN community, and the ICANN Board, have no leverage over 
the root server operators.
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Formalizing Governance of the Root Server System

¤ In June 2018, the RSSAC published a document entitled:
¡ “A Proposed Governance Model for the DNS Root Server System”

¤ It was the RSSAC’s attempt to model who should govern the root 
server system, and how it should evolve in times of need

¤ The initial model the RSSAC envisaged solved five challenges:
¡ Setting the system’s strategy, architecture, and policy
¡ Measuring and monitoring performance
¡ Financial considerations
¡ How to add, replace, or remove root server operators
¡ A secretariat function to coordinate everything
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The Governance Working Group

¤ The ICANN Board accepted RSSAC’s advice to begin a community-
driven process to develop a final governance model

¤ The Root Server System Governance Working Group (RSS GWG) 
has been formed and is now actively working on realizing the details of 
the RSSAC’s vision

¤ The GWG has to publish detailed and concrete recommendations for 
the five functions and do so in a way that respects community norms 
and is acceptable to a diverse group of stakeholders, including the 
root server operators who are currently not subject to formal 
governance

¤ The GWG also needs to develop an approach that fits into the overall 
ICANN ecosystem with minimal disruption
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An Important Takeaway

¤ ICANN does not run or control these governance activities

¤ ICANN staff participate in some discussions, but do so as technical 
experts

¤ The root server operators collectively run Root-Ops, and are the 
primary participants in RSSAC and the GWG
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4. Coordinate the allocation and 
assignment at the top-most level of 
Internet Protocol numbers and 
Autonomous System numbers; and

5. Collaborate with other bodies as 
appropriate to provide registries 
needed for the functioning of the 
Internet as specified by Internet 
protocol standards development 
organizations
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How IP Addresses are Distributed
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Regional Internet Registries

Distributes
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providers in your  
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End users connect  
their personal and  
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to the Internet
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connectivity to homes  

and businesses
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Internet Service  
Providers
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AS Numbers

¤ An autonomous system is a group of networks that comprise a 
single administrative routing domain, each assigned an AS number

¤ The ASN space is a 32-bit number space. There are 4.29 billion 
ASNs

¤ Think of AS numbers as a way to identify networks you visit:
¡ www.google.com is part of AS15169
¡ www.icann.org is part of AS40528

¤ AS numbers are used in routing processes to find the networks IP 
addresses are in

http://www.google.com/
http://www.icann.org/
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Reverse DNS

¤ We commonly think of “What is the IP address of www.example.com?”

¤ But the reverse question can also be asked: “What is the hostname 
behind 192.0.10.7?”

¤ Primarily used for:
¡ E-mail security
¡ Network troubleshooting

¤ IANA runs the administrative nameservers for the in-addr.arpa and 
ip6.arpa reverse DNS trees

http://www.example.com/
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Time Zone Database

¤ IANA also manages the Time Zone Database

¤ The Time Zone Database (often called tz or zoneinfo) contains 
code and data that represent the history of local time for many 
representative locations around the globe. It is updated periodically to 
reflect changes made by political bodies to time zone boundaries, 
UTC offsets, and daylight-saving rules. Its management procedure is 
documented in BCP 175: Procedures for Maintaining the Time Zone 
Database.

https://www.iana.org/go/rfc6557
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Engage with ICANN

Visit us at icann.org

Thank You and Questions

Email: David.Huberman@icann.org

flickr.com/icann

linkedin/company/icann

@icann

facebook.com/icannorg

youtube.com/icannnews

soundcloud/icann

instagram.com/icannorg

https://www.flickr.com/photos/icann
https://www.linkedin.com/company/icann
https://www.twitter.com/icann
https://www.facebook.com/icannorg
https://www.youtube.com/user/ICANNnews
https://soundcloud.com/icann
https://www.instagram.com/icannorg

